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Source: A new TechCrunch report has revealed Facebook's plans to overhaul Facebook's updated Messenger app, which will be launched shortly, as reported by TechCrunch: Chat bots as the strategic center of Facebook Messenger three years ago. Now they are being hidden from an in-app perspective along with games and businesses. Facebook
Messenger is now removing the Discover tab because it focuses on speed and simplicity rather than a broad utility like China's WeChat. The changes are part of a larger Messenger design that reorients people's tabs around stories as Facebook continues to try to dominate the ongoing social media formats copied from the Snapchat People tab. And tap on
the active subtab to see which friends are online right now. The changes will push users towards more time, spend more time talking to friends and watching content, rather than talking to business chat bots and playing games. The Discover tab looks out, which means that the only tab you'll see is Chat and People. According to the report, a Facebook
spokesperson confirmed that the design will soon start rolling out, and that some of you may be updated. With further launch planned this week, Facebook said it was delivering on its promise in August that it would eventually get rid of the discovery. Features such as chat bots, businesses and games are hidden, however, now you will need to search them in
the Messenger search bar to find them. The update seems to suggest that Facebook is pushing the messenger in the direction of WhatsApp in order to become a streamlined and more focused messenger service than checking all-made-it-all utilities like China's WeChat as mentioned, some of you may have this update, and more of you will get it next week.
We may receive commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more Google unveiled plans for a complete overhaul of the Messenger app last year at the F8 developers conference, but it took the social networking giant nearly eight months to finally bring it to all users. Now the app is gradually Launched to some Android and iOS users in selected
countries, however, the wider launch begins today at The Verge Reports the most important change as it focuses on our previous story is a compact design with only three tabs as seen in the image below, compared to the nine available in the previous version of Messenger. Icons are now larger, but the overall design is much cleaner since many tabs are
now hidden behind the four-point icon. The new version of Messenger has already appeared in the App Store and Google Play Store, and as we expect, no new features will be introduced. New design of the app subscribe to our newsletter! Slowly but surely, the world is moving away from SMS and MMS as the default way to send people messages. It
started last year with apps like AOL Instant Messenger and has evolved into a plethora of options that all work really well. Evolution definitely kicked up a notch over the past few years. You have more options than you will need. However, the best Messenger app is an app that you can convince your friends and family to use. Chances are you'll end up with
more than one of these. Which messenger app is the best? In this list, we'll explore the best Messenger app and chat app for Android.BandDiscordFacebook Messenger (and Messenger Lite),KikSlacskypeSnachatTellegramViber MessengerWhatsAppBandPrice: Free with in-app purchases, band-up and coming chat apps for groups. You can create all the
groups you want and invite all the people you want them to. Developers recommend this app to people on sports teams, school groups, gaming groups, working groups and other things like that. Everyone joined in, chatted it up and had a good time. You can organize your groups through channels similar to apps like Discord and Slack. It works well in our
tests and it's free to use DiscordPrice: Free/$9.99 per month/$99.99 per year is easily welcomed among the best apps for the game. There is cross-platform support between most mobile phones and computer operating systems. There are also web clients for those platforms without native apps. The app also includes multiple voice chats, messages, GIF
support and more. People in the service can create their own servers or join others as needed. It's mainly for gaming. However, some people use it only for an excellent corporate system and above the average voice chat capability. This service is free for everyone. However, you can unlock some extra cosmetics with discord nitro facebook messenger (Lite)
subscription Price: Free Facebook Messenger is one of the most popular apps in Facebook Messenger, there are two chat apps for this. The usual one includes all the features such as chat heads, stickers and other features, the Lite version is just a basic chat app with far less frills. Those who invest heavily in the Facebook Messenger experience may want
a regular app, however, those who don't want to deal with Facebook's nonsense should use the Lite. However, they are free to use. There were security issues earlier in 2018, we don't think the social network is irrelevant because that although many people still use Facebook.Kik Price: Free with in-app purchases, Kik. It's another popular Messenger app, it
lets you choose a screen name instead of a real name or phone number. The app is: Popular with casual mobile gamers and people who like random conversations mostly. The app also includes stickers, emoji, group chats, video chats, themes and material design. It has a very clean and professional look and feel. The app also supports third-party apps
such as Giphy, Google Drive, Asana, and other fun or performance tools. Everyone knows what Skype is and what it's about you can send text, video calls, and other voice-member conversations. SnapchatPrice: FreeSnapchat is one of the unique Messenger apps supporting quite a few things, including voice calls, video messages, image text, and text. The
service deletes messages after viewing, which means there is no history to mention outside of the front counter. There's also a Snapchat story that lets people send proverbial status updates that all followers can see. Many app features are imitated by other apps (mostly Instagram). However, Snapchat is still fairly popular among young people, and it's
definitely a different thing. MessengerPrice: FreeTellegram is one of the most popular apps for privacy. It prides itself on 256-bit symmetrical AES encryption, 2048-bit RSA encryption, and so on, making it among the safest messaging services. The app has shared support files across chat platforms, chat groups, GIF support, and more, it's growing rapidly in
popularity, which makes it difficult to consider at first. However, a lot of people use the service now. Messenger is another great app in this area, both putting security and privacy above all else. However, the user base of each app has many different concepts, since it is a better one. They both sent messages though and they were both good enough to be
here compared. Like LINE or unencrypted chat app Viber MessengerPrice: Free with in-app purchases, Viber is not big in some parts of the world. However, it is one of the most popular Messenger apps ever. Most of the sticker packs cost extra, hence in-app purchases. However, it is a little heavier than most chat apps. Those who want to clean up, the least
experienced may want to avoid this. In addition, this one sees the majority of popularity from countries outside the United States. It's not a big deal, but it's just a heads-up, free of charge, everyone knows WhatsApp. It has tons of features, frequently updated, and competes positively with basically all other chat apps. It is also free without in-app purchases. If
we miss any good messenger apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game list! Items!
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